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As a young 26-year old entrepreneur in 1985, Uday Kotak started Kotak Capital Management Finance Ltd. (which later became Kotak Mahindra Finance Ltd). The vision was to eventually become a banking company. Private Indian banks were not even a speck on the horizon at that time. On 22nd March 2003, Kotak Mahindra Finance Ltd. became the first non-banking financial company (NBFC) in India’s corporate history to be converted into a bank.

Kotak Mahindra Bank Ltd. (KMBL) is regarded as one of the most efficient and high performing banks in India, built on the principles of simplicity and prudence. Uday remains unfazed by market euphoria and his ‘basics of banking’ approach has ensured that the loan book is of high quality and the bank is well capitalised. In a journey spanning nearly three decades, Uday has not only helped the company grow to this scale but also earn respect.

Today, Kotak Mahindra Group, a first generation enterprise, with networth of Rs. 33,361 crore (approx. US$ 5 billion), has a global presence, employs over 46,500 people and is recognised as one of the topmost employers in India. The group has the distinction of providing a 40% CAGR to its shareholders over a 30 year period. The core of the business model is ‘concentrated India, diversified financial services’.

Uday has a strong focus on community development and inclusive growth which is reflected by the Group’s initiatives to provide low cost services to rural customers and its welfare programmes. Uday feels strongly that education is key to the alleviation of the social malaise affecting India’s underprivileged. In a bid to address this issue, he has established the Kotak Education Foundation that focuses on the educational needs of underprivileged children.

Uday holds a Bachelor’s degree in Commerce and an MBA from Jamnalal Bajaj Institute of Management Studies, Mumbai

Membership
- Co-Chair of Indo-UK Financial Services Partnership (IUKFP) by Ministry of Finance (MoF), Government of India (GoI)
- Member of the Primary Market Advisory Committee of the Securities & Exchange Board of India (SEBI)
- Member of the Board of Governors of the National Institute of Securities Market (NISM) and Indian Council for Research on International Economic Relations (ICRIER)
- Governing Member of the Mahindra United World College of India & Member of National Council of Confederation of Indian Industries (CII)
- Served as member of Government of India’s High Level Committee on Financing Infrastructure, which was set up by Government of India in 2010

Achievements
- Sole Indian Financier to feature in Money Masters: The Most Powerful People in The Financial World, by Forbes magazine, USA (May 2016)
- ‘AIMA-JRD Tata Corporate Leadership Award’ for the year 2015 at AIMA’s 2nd National Leadership Conclave
- ‘Best Transformational Leader Award 2015’ by Asian Centre for Corporate Governance & Sustainability in 2016
- ‘ET Business Leader of the Year’ at ET Awards 2015 for Corporate Excellence
- ‘Entrepreneur of the Year’ at Forbes India Leadership Awards 2015
- ‘Entrepreneur of the Decade’ by Bombay Management Association (BMA) in 2015
- ‘Banker of the Year 2014’by Businessworld
- ‘Transformational Business Leader Award’ at the AIMA Managing India Award 2014
- ‘Ernst & Young World Entrepreneur of the Year 2014 Award’
- ‘Ernst & Young Entrepreneur of the Year 2013 Award (India)’
- ‘Banker of the Year 2013-14’ at India’s Best Bank Awards by Financial Express
- ‘Financial Leadership Award’ at NDTV Profit’s Business Leadership Award 2011
- CNBC Asia’s Business Leader of the Year in 2008
- ‘Global leaders for tomorrow’ at the World Economic Forum’s annual meet at Davos in 1996

Shri Uday Kotak
Executive Vice Chairman and Managing Director
Kotak Mahindra Bank Limited
Greeting from Indian Institute of Management Bodh Gaya!

With its mentor institute IIM Calcutta and broader vision of educating leaders and entrepreneurs who will make difference in the world and empower their organizations, IIM Bodh Gaya is emerging as one of the premier institutes of management education in the country.

When we talk about the leaders and entrepreneurs, we mean the individuals who inculcate certain type core competence, innovation, managerial excellence in bringing disruptive change in organizations and the world by and large, that comes from world class education institute provides. Nurturing the leaders who understands rapidly changing economic and business environment, and who creates meaningful and positive impact in the society, is one of the vital aspect of our management education.

IIM Bodh Gaya is building its foundation so strong by facilitating excellent and eminent faculty who are the forefronts of knowledge dissemination of instilling global perspective among the students, thereby preparing the students to tackle today’s highly competitive, complex and dynamic global business scenario.

Institute provides an idyllic environment to create deeper engagement of students with the management studies through contemporary teaching practices, professional activities and integrating classroom education with practical experience. With utmost of inculcating a sense of dedication as managers, and to expand their knowledge base through holistic transformative and innovative education, makes us a distinguished, prominent and leading business school in the country.

The rigorous curriculum and the kind of exposure students get at IIM Bodh Gaya when coupled with their Summer Internship experience makes them adequately competent to face the challenges of today’s corporate world.

I cordially invite you for the placements of the 2017-19 batch and test our resources with bunch of bright, exciting and enthusiastic minds. I also extend our commitment to engage in a long term and mutually enriching relationship with your organization.

Prof. Saibal Chattopadhyay
Director, IIM Bodh Gaya
MESSAGE OF
CONVENER

Dear Recruiter,

Greeting from Indian Institute of Management Bodh Gaya!

IIM Bodh Gaya came into its existence in 2015, is currently being in the third year of its operation riding the wave of establishing itself as one of the elite business schools of management education in the country. The PGP course is unique flagship programme of Indian Management education system to nurture and build future management professionals of the country. Institute through its academic excellence days to develop the leaders who in turn not only bolster the growth of economy but also build powerful organizations. Our objective to create ingenious and innovative individuals who will being the positive change in aspect in their chosen vocation.

We also meticulously align every individual students’ aspiration to the industry requirements in the best possible way. Our careful selection process of getting students with diverse educational background coupled with wide range of industry experience, creates a value addition to the classroom, thereby enriching learning curve. Institute believes in providing diverse and challenging environment to the students so that they can learn, grow and be ready to contribute effectively in an organization.

Due emphasis is placed on exposing our students to real-life situations of the corporate world through interaction with the best minds in the industry. Students are always encouraged to develop an entrepreneurial spirit in their personality so that they spot opportunities, mobilize resources and develop innovative solutions to the critical problems of today. Apart from academic rigor we constantly concentrate on adherence to ethics and values both are professional as well as in personal life.

The class of 2017-19 at IIM Bodh Gaya, brings you an assortment of freshers and experienced professionals. This batch is an amalgamation of students having work experience across various sectors like Manufacturing, IT/ITeS and consulting coupled with education background like engineering, commerce and science. This cultural, academic and professional diversity enables us to provide recruiters with a diverse pool to choose from. Best suitable candidates matching your requirements in various positions at your end.

These students with their scholastic brilliance in combination with professional exposure would for sure accelerate the organization and economy in the future.

I cordially invite you for summer internship of the class 2017-19 and look forward in building long term mutually beneficial relationship with you. It could our pleasure to host you and I am confident that you would have fulfilling recruitment experience.

Prof. Prashant Mishra
Convener, IIM Bodh Gaya
The Indian Institutes of Management have been the archetype of management schooling in India since their foundation after our independence in 1947. Established in 2015,

IIM Bodh Gaya is setup under the mentorship of IIM Calcutta, the oldest IIM in the country. Right from the start IIM Bodh Gaya has meticulously followed its mentor’s footstep. Building on the grand heritage of the IIM brand,

IIM Bodh Gaya aspires to promote a culture which can create SOCIALLY RESPONSIBLE MANAGERS & EMOTIONALLY MATURE LEADERS
In a short span of three years, IIM Bodh Gaya has already strengthened its position in the league of premiere B-schools. IIM Bodh Gaya follows the same pedagogy of IIM Calcutta. In effect students in IIM Bodh Gaya follow the PGP curriculum of IIM Calcutta and are taught by the faculty members of IIMC. They partake of the academic rigor for which IIMC is known for offering Post Graduate Programme (PGP) in Management, and providing the standard specializations such as Finance, Marketing & Operations. The overall quality as well as design of the curriculum at IIM Bodh Gaya is also overseen by IIM Calcutta.

The curriculum involves intensive case studies, engrossing field work, role plays and continuous corporate interaction workshops. The program has been conceived to provide world-class management education to meet the requirements of enterprises across sectors by producing highly skilled management professionals. Till its 118 acre permanent campus comes up, IIM Bodh Gaya will operate from the Institute of Distance Education building of the Magadh University. With a state-of-the-art, newly constructed boys and girls hostels, and knowledge database, IIM Bodh Gaya promises to be the future of Business education preparing young graduates for senior-level positions in industry.
WHY IIM BODH GAYA

With a glorious history of 2600 years, most of which bespeak of rich learning and scholastic excellence, Bodh Gaya was also the place where Buddha attained enlightenment. It has been a centre of learning since the first half of the 4th century CE, when the great Mahabodhi Monastery was built by King Meghavana from Srilanka. In later centuries the Mahabodhi Monastery grew into a great monastic university on a par with Nalanda. Today, Indian Institutes of Management are one of the finest centres of scholarship in India, and IIM Bodh Gaya established in 2015 rightly commemorates the region’s rich legacy of learning. IIM Bodh Gaya is committed live up to the inherited glory and create some world class leaders in the world of business education. The present student profile at the institute is extremely promising with scholars from premiere institutes, many of whom have prior work experience. The curriculum of IIM Calcutta, instructed by its faculty has already placed IIM Bodh Gaya in the league of premiere B-schools. IIM Bodh Gaya is particularly conscious of the social resonance of management education and facilitates holistic development of the students. This fosters their learning curve and helps them grow as conscientious individuals, who are truly committed to the society. The geographical position of Bodh Gaya and connectivity to Calcutta, Patna, Delhi etc. through a network of road, rail and airways, also make it an ideal locale for an IIM.
Your purpose in life is to find your purpose and give your heart and soul to it.

-Gautam Buddha
## COURSES

### TERM I
- Corporate Financial Reporting & Analysis
- Behavioral Sciences I
- Marketing Management I
- Microeconomics
- Statistics for Management
- Indian Economic & Political History
- Environment & Development
- Managerial Communication

### TERM II
- Cost Management
- Behavioral Sciences II
- Marketing Management II
- Macroeconomics
- Risk Management
- Operations Research
- Information Technology and Systems
- Managerial Communication II

### TERM III
- Corporate Finance
- India and the World Economy
- Production and Operations
- Management
- Strategic Management
- Human Resources Management
- Indian Legal System
- Indian Social Structure
- Business Ethics

## ELECTIVES OFFERED

### FINANCE
- Derivatives
- Investment and Portfolio Management
- Business Valuation
- Bank Management
- Fixed Income Market
- International Finance
- Financial Risk Management

### MARKETING
- Sales and Distribution Management
- Consumer Behaviour
- Strategic Brand Management
- Strategic Management
- B2B Marketing
- Services Marketing
- Integrated Marketing Communication
- Relationship Marketing
- Product Management

### OPERATIONS
- Project Management
- Logistics and Supply Chain Management
- OR in Marketing
- Revenue Management and Dynamic Pricing
- Operations Strategy
- Strategic Service
- Management

### ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR
- Management of Change

### ECONOMICS
- Economics

### STRATEGY
- Competition and Cooperation:
  - Managing in Dynamic Environment
  - Mergers and Acquisition

### MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM
- Business Data Mining

### PUBLIC POLICY
- Managing Public Private Partnerships
OUR FACULTY

FINANCE
Manju Jaiswall
Associate Professor
Financial Statement Analysis
Sudhir Jaiswall
Visiting Professor
Financial Statement Analysis
B. B. Chakrabarty
Professor
Corporate Finance, Options, Futures & Derivatives
Vivek Rajvanshi
Assistant Professor
Investment Analysis
Praloy Majumdar
Business Valuation

MARKETING
Krishanu Rakshit
Assistant Professor
Marketing Management - I
Ritu Mehta
Associate Professor
Marketing Management - II
Prashant Mishra
Professor
Marketing Research
Suren Sista
Assistant Professor
Relationship Marketing

OPERATIONS
Debabrata Ghosh
Assistant Professor, Production & Operation Management
Preetam Basu
Assistant Professor, Operations Research
Rahul Mukerjee
Professor (in the Higher Academic Grade)
Statistics for Management (Only Indian or person of Indian origin to have ever been on the editorial board of the Journal of the Royal Statistical Society, Series B (UK))
Sahadeb Sarkar  
Professor, Statistics for Management  

Sanjeet Singh  
Associate Professor, Operations Research  

Sumanta Basu  
Assistant Professor, Operations Research, Risk Management  

Megha Sharma  
Assistant Professor, Operations Research in Marketing  

ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR  

Rajiv Kumar  
Associate Professor, OB-I  

Vidyanand Jha  
Professor, OB-I  

Amit Jyoti Sen  
Professor, OB-I  

ECONOMICS  

Anup Kumar Sinha  
Professor, Economics  

Anindya Sen  
Professor, Microeconomics  

Partha Ray  
Professor, Macroeconomics, India and the Global Economy (PGP-Term III)  

Sudip Chaudhuri  
Professor, India and the World Economy  

Runa Sarkar  
Professor, Microeconomics  

STRAategic MANAGEMENT  

Sougata Ray  
Professor, Strategic Management  

BiswaTosh Saha  
Associate Professor, Competition & Cooperation  

HR MANAGEMENT  

Dharma Raju Bathini  
Assistant Professor, HR Management  

Renuka Hodigere  
Assistant Professor, HR management  

PUBLIC POLICY  

Bhaskar Chakrabarti  
Professor, Public Systems Management, Environment and Development  

Ravindran Rajesh Babu  
Associate Professor, Indian Legal System  

Rajesh Bhattacharya  
Associate Professor, Indian Economic & Political History  

V K Unni  
Professor, Indian Legal System  

Joydeep Guha  
Visiting Professor, Environment and Development  

Raghabendra Chattopadhyay  
Indian Economic & Political History  

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM  

Rahul Roy  
Professor, Information Tech and Systems  

Subir Bhattacharya  
Professor, Information Tech and Systems  

Priya Seetharaman  
Associate Professor, ITOE  

BUSINESS ETHICS & COMMUNICATION GROUP  

Apoorva Bharadwaj  
Assistant Professor, Business Ethics & Communication Group  

Nisigandha Bhuyan  
Associate Professor, Business Ethics & Communication Group  

Shantanu Dey  
Professor, Business Ethics & Communication Group
LIFE
IIM
BODH GAYA
STUDENT ACHIEVEMENTS

01  2016
Finalist in IIM Ahmedabad’s Parivartan

02  2016
Finalist in IIM Ahmedabad Flagship Management Fest Confluence 2016 Campaign for a cause

03  2017
Second in IIM Ahmedabad’s Flagship Event Parivartan, The Red Bricks Summit

04  2017
Finalist in IIT Delhi MadArt 2017 Pan India Digital Marketing Competition

05  2017
Finalist in IIT Delhi MadArt 2017 Pan India Digital Marketing Competition
Students celebrated Ganesh Chaturthi by welcoming Ganesh idol in hostel facility. Till the day of Visarjan students worshiped Lord Ganesh with devotion and prayed for their bright future.

ONAM

Onam was celebrated in IIM Bodh Gaya. Students actively participated by wearing Mundu a traditional Kerala wear. Also various traditional games such as Uriyadi, Kann Ketti Kalam Adi. Vadamvali were played. Students participated and enjoyed the day enthusiastically.

Events and Industry Exposure

Onam

The Leadership Club of Bodh Gaya organised a guest lecture on “Fund Management & Global Financial Markets”. It was delivered by Ms Lakshmi Iyer, Chief Investment Officer (Debt) & Head - Products at Kotak Mahindra Asset Management Company.

GoIBIBO

An expert lecture providing deep insights of the e-commerce and marketing was delivered by Mr Parikshit Choudhary, Sr. VP, Go IBIBO.

Independence Day

Flag Hoisting was carried out in presence of Prof. B. B. Chakrabarti (Professor IIM-C). Also tree plantation drive was conducted. Apart from this Debate competition was conducted. Topics were FDI in Defence Sector, BREXIT, etc. which was judged by prof. B. B. Chakrabarti. Also Rubics Cube competition by Sphinx Club, Table Tennis Competition was organised.

Ganesh Chaturthi

Students celebrated Ganesh Chaturthi by welcoming Ganesh idol in hostel facility. Till the day of Visarjan students worshiped Lord Ganesh with devotion and prayed for their bright future.
**RBI WORKSHOP**

Workshop by Reserve Bank of India, Patna in presence of Regional Director RBI: Mr. Manoj Kumar Verma, Associate General Manager RBI: Mr. Puneet Kumar & Nodal officer of IIM Bodh Gaya Mr. Mahesh Patnaik was conducted on 19th Sep 2016.

This workshop included awareness on working of RBI, policies of RBI, how RBI interact with commercial banks, impacts of RBI policies on common people & emphasized the students towards the usage of online services.

Interactive session on Commodity Market and Risk Management was organized at IIM Bodh Gaya campus on 9th November. The event was hosted by the Envision (Entrepreneurship and leadership club) in association with Multi Commodity* Exchange of India.

Vice President of MCX, Mr. Shrikant Koundinya was the main speaker of the event. Multi Commodity Exchange is the largest commodity exchange in India for the clearance and settlements of commodity futures transactions. It is the first listed exchange in India. It was started in November 2003 and works under the regulatory framework of Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI).

Mr. Koundinya explained the various aspects of commodity market, investment techniques and strategies, and risk mitigation methods to the students of IIM Bodh Gaya. The speaker demonstrated the investment process to the students on a real time basis. He has conducted such sessions in other IIMs (Ahmedabad and Indore) and premier B-schools across India in the past. By seeing the enthusiasm of the students, MCX has shown interest in signing MoU with IIM Bodh Gaya to offer live projects, joint research initiatives, and opportunity to publish research journals to the students.
ENVISION CELL

Envision (E-cell), IIM Bodh Gaya is a non-profit student organization. It aims at manifesting the latest entrepreneurial spirit of the young students with a vision to promote entrepreneurship. Envision targets to help the development of entrepreneurial ecosystem by enabling interaction between its major components; spanning students, entrepreneurs, mentors, angel investors, venture capital firms and corporates and support them by providing necessary resources such as seed funding, mentoring, consultancy and networking.

CULTURAL COMMITTEE

Cultural committee adds up its contribution in building all round personality of the students at campus. Cultural Committee organizes a hoard of activities, be it showcasing their hidden talents in organising competitions like Trade and Beyond (in association with T&B), Influence 3.0 (Debate Competition), Quiz-a-thon (quiz on public-policy) or celebrating events like Independence Day, Diwali, Janmashtami, Makar Sankranti etc., the committee encourages students to participate in various competition. The College cultural contingent also represents the institute in various national level cultural and sports festivals. The members of the IIM BodhGaya come from diverse cultural background. It plays important role in celebrating various occasions to bring unity and closeness among the students.
PR AND MEDIA CELL

PR and Media Cell is an official interface between the institute and the outside corporate world. It’s very important to a B-School to let the world know what are the advancements and happenings in the institute. It plays crucial role in bolstering relationship with corporate leaders from wide range of industries and various sectors. This is facilitated through guest lectures, workshops and video conferencing sessions.

OPEN MIC

The Open Mic club is a weekly competition which inspires speakers to speak on topics ranging from stand-up comedy, personal experiences, subjective knowledge, motivational speeches and general theme. The motive of the Open Mic is to encourage the speakers to divulge their personal and professional knowledge. The competition involves the participation of five speakers who could select their topics.

PGP COMMITTEE

PGP committee is a crucial medium between students and faculty at IIM Bodh Gaya. Its main objective is to keep healthy academic atmosphere and enrich learning curve among the students. It monitors academic affairs of the institute and helping students at every step of curriculum to fulfil their ambitions and meet industry standards.
SUMMER INTERNSHIP SUMMARY

The second batch of IIM Bodh Gaya witnessed zealous engagement from recruiters and notched up cent percent placements. A total of 42 companies participated in the placement process and offered internships in a wide range of profiles across different disciplines. The major in focus were Consumer Goods, Healthcare, Banking & Financial services, PSUs and Strategy & Consulting. In addition, there were many start-ups which hired exuberant students planning to pursue their career in entrepreneurship.

The presence of the biggest of the organisations such as KPMG, ITC, Henkel, Airtel, Godfrey Phillips, HDFC Bank, SBI, Shree Cements, Cholayil, Adani Group, Meril, SIDBI, BASIX Consulting, Fujitsu, DAKS, H&R Block, offering Marketing & Finance roles, apart from various PSU’s such as IOCL, HPCL, BPCL, NTPC, Malabar Cements (MCL), Kerala Minerals & Metals (KMML) offering General Management roles is a testimony of the phenomenal placement season this year.

Moreover, having an international placement offer adds to the overall achievement of the placement process. The average stipend increased 44% from the previous year with a marked increase in the number of first-time recruiters.

Work Experience domain wise

- Consulting 14%
- Manufacturing & Construction 14%
- Media & Education 5%
- IT 48%
- Others 5%
- BFSI 5%
- Ecommerce 9%
PROMINENT ASSOCIATIONS
Average Work Experience of 20 Months among experienced candidates in companies like Accenture, Amazon India, Deloitte, Emerson Electric, Infosys, JSW Steel, TCS, Wipro, Uber, Sterlite Tech, Tata Consultancy Services etc.
UG Specialisation: The Class of 2019 hosts a batch with students from varied academic backgrounds with students enrolling from Engineering, Commerce and Science backgrounds.
P. Chandra Priyan  
Economics Honours  
Ramjas College, Delhi University

Piyush Tripathi  
B.Tech - Mechanical  
Jaypee University of Engineering and Technology

Pradeepan N  
Mechanical Engineering  
Government Engineering College, Kozhikode

Raviteja Dasari  
Electronics and Communication Engineering  
CVR College of Engineering

Rohit Yadav  
Mechanical Engineering  
DCE, Gurugram

Shashank Khorwal  
Electrical Engineering  
National Institute of Technology, Kurukshetra
Shashwat Arora
B.TECH Mechanical Engineering
BTKIT Dwarahat

Shishir Raj Singh
Electronics & Comm. Engg. Roorkkee Institute of Technology

Shivansh Agarwal
Civil Engineering
NIT Uttarakhand

Siddhant Madavi
B.E. (Mechanical)
Dr. D Y Patil College of Engineering, Akurdi, Pune

Sreekar J P
Chemical Engineering
NIT Jalandhar

Vivek Nanasaheb Bedse
Mechanical Engineer
Pune Vidyarthi Griha’s College of Engineering and Technology
S Kranti Kumar
Electronics and Computer Engineering
Sreenidhi Institute of Science and Technology
Work Experience: 3 months
Organisation: Amazon
Customer Service Associate

Akshay kireet Ellandula
Btech Mechanical
Kakatiya Institute of Technology and Science, Warangal
Work Experience: 8 months
Organisation: HnB consulting
Market research analyst

Hitesh Kumar
Electronics & Communication Engineering
NIT, Surat
Work Experience: 8 months
Organisation: Rescon Partners
Business Analyst

Parth Mishra
Information Science
The National Institute of Engineering, Mysore
Work Experience: 9 months
Organisation: Deloitte USI Consulting Pvt Ltd
Buisness Technology Analyst

Mudit Pathak
Mechanical Engineering
National Institute of Technology, Silchar
Work Experience: 12 months
Organisation: Sterlite Technologies Limited
Operations Engineer
Nirmal Singh  
B.E (Mechanical)  
GHRCEM Pune  
**Work Experience**: 14 months  
**Organisation**: Good Teach  
**Founder**

Amitabh Singh  
Electronics and Communication Engineering  
GITAM University  
**Work Experience**: 16 months  
**Organisation**: Wipro Technologies Limited  
**Network Engineer**

Ninad Vichare  
Mechanical Engineering  
Bharti Vidyapeeth College of Engineering  
**Work Experience**: 16 months  
**Organisation**: Uber  
**Operations Consultant**

Vivek Kumar Ray  
B.Tech (Mechanical)  
Asansol Engineering College  
**Work Experience**: 18 months  
**Organisation**: Tata Consultancy Services  
**Assistant System Engineer**

Pranav Daund  
Electronics and Telecom Engineering  
Ramrao Adik Institute of Technology, Mumbai University  
**Work Experience**: 21 months  
**Organisation**: Tata Consultancy Services  
**Assistant Systems Engineer**

Amit Garg  
Instrumentation and Control  
NIT Jalandhar  
**Work Experience**: 22 months  
**Organisation**: Emerson  
**Process Management Engineer**
Pulkit Garg
Electronics & Communication Engineering
IET Lucknow
**Work Experience**: 22 months
**Organisation**: Wipro Technologies
**Project Engineer**

Ritesh Kumar Dhakar
Electronics and Communication Engineering
SRM University
**Work Experience**: 22 months
**Organisation**: Infosys Ltd.
**Systems Engineer**

Vaibhav Pandey
B.Tech (Computer Science)
Krishna Institute of Engineering and Technology
**Work Experience**: 22 months
**Organisation**: MAQ Software Pvt. Ltd.
**Software Engineer**

Masna Sai Bharath
B.Tech Information Technology
Gokaraju Rangaraju Institute of Engineering & Technology
**Work Experience**: 23 months
**Organisation**: Tata Consultancy Services
**Assistant Systems Engineer**

Vivek Jain
Electronics and Communication Engineering
Netaji Subhas Institute of Technology
**Work Experience**: 24 months
**Organisation**: A and M Insurance Brokers Pvt. Ltd.
**Sales Manager**

Rahul Mittal
Management (BBA)
Panipat Institute of Engineering and Technology
**Work Experience**: 13 months
**Organisation**: Mittal Rollar Flour Mill
**Business Development**
Sourav Agarwal
Mechanical Engineering
IIT Roorkee
**Work Experience**: 25 months
**Organisation**: P.A Projects Pvt Ltd
**Role**: Site Engineer

Pranav Kishor Baviskar
Electronics & Telecommunication Engineering
Sinhgad Institute of Technology, Lonavala
**Work Experience**: 28 months
**Organisation**: Accenture, Stylus events pvt ltd
**Roles**: Associate software engineer, Event planner

Sai Prasad S N
Mechanical Engineering
Don Bosco Institute of Technology, Bangalore
**Work Experience**: 30 months
**Organisation**: Tata Consultancy Services
**Role**: Systems Engineer

Ashraf Ali
B.E. in Electronics and Telecommunication Engineering
K.J. Somaiya College of Engineering
**Work Experience**: 34 months
**Organisation**: Infosys Ltd.
**Role**: Senior Systems Engineer

Akhil Prakash
B. Tech - Mechanical
TKM College of Engineering
**Work Experience**: 53 months
**Organisation**: KSEDC Ltd., Keltron Controls
**Role**: Engineer
ABOUT BODH GAYA

Bodh Gaya is one of the most significant and holy Buddhist pilgrimage center in the world. The most hallowed spot in the town, The MahabodhiVihar, a UNESCO World Heritage Site, is a Buddhist temple in Bodh Gaya, marking the location where the Buddha is said to have attained enlightenment. It was here under a banyan tree, the Bodhi Tree, that Gautama attained ultimate knowledge to become Buddha, the Enlightened One. In terms of blessedness, this tiny temple town is to Buddhists what Mecca is to Muslims. Unsurprisingly, it attracts thousands of pilgrims from around the world every year who come for prayer, learning and meditation.

Other Treasures of Bodh Gaya include 80 ft Statue of the Buddha, Lotus Tank, Buddha Kund, Rajayatana, Brahm Yoni, Chinese Temple & Monastery, Burmese Temple, Buddhist Monastery of Bhutan, International Buddhist House & Japanese Temple, Thai Temple & Monastery, Tibetan Monastery, and Archaeological Museum. Places of great historical and cultural interest like Nalanda and Rajgir are just two hour drive from Bodh Gaya. Gaya is also a great pilgrimage centre for Hindus who visit the city to pay homage to their departed ancestors. The city of Bodh Gaya boasts of several multi-cuisine restaurants, cafes and eateries.

HOW TO REACH BODHGAYA

Air: Bodh Gaya has an international airport served by Druk Air, Thai Airways and Air India. Alternatively, one can fly to Patna (110 km away) and take a train, luxury bus, or a taxi to reach Bodh Gaya. The nearest airport is at Gaya 7 Kms and Patna 135 kms. Indian Airlines and Sahara Airlines connect Patna to Calcutta, Bombay, Delhi, Ranchi, Lucknow and various other cities.

Rail: Gaya is a major Railway junction on the Grand Chord line served by express, superfast and Rajdhani express trains. The nearest railway station is Gaya (17km).

Road: Bodh Gaya is well connected by road to Gaya (17km), Nalanda (101 km), Rajgir (78 km), Patna (135km), Varanasi (252 km), Calcutta (495km)

Local Transport: Taxis, Tongas, Auto Rickshaws, Cycle Rickshaws are available.

Bus: Regular direct bus services are available from Gaya, Patna, Nalanda, Rajgir, Varanasi. Bihar State Tourism Development Corporation run buses from Patna- Bodh Gaya route twice a day.
STUDENT PLACEMENT COMMITTEE

Amitabh Singh (2017-2019 batch)
amitabh.s2019@iimb.ac.in, +91-996927433

Ninad Vichare (2017-2019 batch)
ninad.v2019@iimb.ac.in, +91-7208604736

Parth Mishra (2017-2019 batch)
parth.m2019@iimb.ac.in, +91-8884672866
placement@iimb.ac.in